ORDER FORM
ZZIP DESIGNS

CUSTOMER

P.O. Box 14
Davenport, CA 95017

Name
Address

(831) 425-8650,
(831) 425-1167 Fax
(888) 946-7276 (WINSCRN)
www.zzipper.com
zzipdesign@aol.com (e-mail)

City
State
Zip
Phone No.
CC INFO - EXP. DATE & ID #
Bike Type

Road Bike Fairings
ZZ0S06 - Original style Zzipper will fit various types of straight, drop, tri-bars with 7/8"
dia. clamp. The fairing will mount with clamp & T-Bracket. Avail. in '060 Lexan. Basic
hemisphere (Pt. #ZZOS06 or ZZOS08)
Fairing only

$200.00

ZZT06 - A modified version of the original style 4" off the bottom most effective of the
handlebar bubbles. Same adjustable mount system. Clear (Pt. #ZZT06 or ZZT08)

$200.00

Fairing only

Price

Qty

$100.00

$100.00

ZZ-Thriller - A 40" SZ for road bikes or hybrids. Standard model has 080/093 Lexan 2.25 lbs. With upper t-bracket mount & lower mount for forks; - 2.75 lb. (Pt. #ZZTH08)

$350.00

Bike Friday I with mounts
Bike Friday II with mounts

$175.00
$175.00
Mountain Bike Or All Terrain Bike Fairings

88MTNBKZZ 1988 Mountain Bike Fairing Includes mounts! 13 1/2" wide at top &
bottom. Equipped with 8" T-Bracket & 7/8" aluminum clamps. 17" top to bottom. 30.5"
laterally. Weights 1.1 lb. '060, 1.5 lbs. for stouter thickness. (Pt. #88MTNBKZZ)

$250.00

ZZATB06 Light alternative to the 88MTNBKZZ, ~ 13 oz. Fairing, ~ 9 oz. mounts. 24.5"
laterally, 18" top to bottom, billows out around hands 5.5". Aluminum weight 13 oz. & 9
$250.00
oz. mounts. (Pt. #ZZATB06)
LWB Recumbent - i.e.. Easy Racers, Sun, Rans, Cycle Genius, Lightfoot, plus others
Excludes Linear & Vanguard
EZR Super Zzipper - This fairing was designed in conjunction with Gardner Martin @
Easy Racers Inc. Fits Easy Racer, Rans, and Lighfoot Cycles. Std. Fairing clear - Tinted
add $20 (Price reflects fairing only) (Pt. #Z064419) Lexan '060 thickness ~1.5 lb.
Package Price: EZR SZ with T-Bracket and lower mount)

$305.00
$405.00

Xtreme Bodyskin Fairing - A full 21" wide at top, 44-46" long. 9-10" with cutout, used
on Rans w/ chopper bars & straight bars, Rans with 20" front wheel, Cycle Genius,
Easy Racer bikes w/body stocks Fairing Only (Pt. #EZ084421)

$325.00

A full 21" wide at top, 44-46" long. With 11" wheel well cutout. For bents with 26 or
700c wheels

$325.00

Package Price: Xtreme Bodyskin SZ with T-Bracket and lower fork mount
Easy Racer - Golden Girl, 4" shorter version than standard EZR-SZ - Fairing Only
(Pt. # GG064019)
30" Teardrop This is a mid-sized fairing fits all of the Easy Racer, Sun, Rans, BikeE
using three 8.5" T-Brackets (Pt. #TD3017)
Fairing Only. Clear or tinted avail.

$425.00
$305.00
$265.00
$195.00

Subtotal

Maximum Width Teardrop fits Burley Jett Creek LWB Same mounts as above.
Available in clear or tinted. (Pt. # MXTD32521)
Fairing Only
Vanguard - Under Seat Steering
Fairing: Developed for use with Under Seat Steering ~2.75 lbs. Long teardrop shape
19" wide at foot tapering to 21" wide at chest, made out of stouter thickness Lexan

$375.00
$225.00

$355.00

Linear/Infinity Under Seat Steering
Fairing: Long tear drop, light weight '060' Lexan, ~1.75 lbs. Same as Vanguard fairing.
For smoke or bronze tint add
SWB/Trike Recumbents
LC Flyer - Our smallest (30") SWB fairing ~1.25 lbs. (Pt. #ZZLC060)
Chopper SZ Fairing only - Fits most SWB & Trikes (Mid-size 38") our biggest seller
(Pt. # ZZCH060 or ZZCH080)
Package Price: Fairing with SWB mount system

$305.00
$20.00
$255.00
$275.00
$595.00

Angle Tech Super Zzipper - A flat top, side cutout ~2.75 lb. (Pt. # ZZAT009344)

$295.00

P-38 Super Zzipper - Larger fairing, rounded top side cutout (Pt. #ZZP08038)
Trike Flyer Fairing - (Pt. #ZZTF44080)
Package Price: Fairing with SWB mount system. P38 or Angle Tech
SWB Mount System - Mount only Adjustable front and rear

$295.00

Over/Under Mount fits Ti-Aero, Challenge/Seiran, Lighting Phantom (Mount only)

$400.00

$625.00
$320.00

Experimental Kits - ($10 extra charge for marking template on fairing)
Long Bubble Kit - Easy Racer type Super Zzipper - full sides '060 regular thickness

$140.00

Maximum Width Experimental Kit (common use if for body skin application) '080
stouter thickness

$160.00

Teardrop Kit 36", 39", 44" Back to Back (shipped flat with flanges in large box add $40

$120.00

29" Teardrop, ** Experimental kit comes with edging, glue, bolts & wing nuts and
cleaning kit
Vision-ZZ round top SWB bubble (straight sides) top to bottom 44" at bottom '093
stouter thickness
Angle Tech-ZZ flat top SWB bubble (straight sides) top to bottom 44" 21" at bottom
'093 stouter thickness
Accessories & mounts for EZR type fairings
8.5" T-Bracket mount - A adjustable mount system using aircraft aluminum 6061-t6.
With a specially designed handlebar clamp only taking up 1/2" of space and a t-bracket
mount going out to the windscreen and a full 1"x4" backup plate and 1/8" foam rubber
cushioning the windscreen. It is fully adjustable and close tolerance. One wrench will
adjust it quickly and be able to take it off quickly. Clamps come 7/8" dia, 1" 11/8 11/4
Lower fork mount = Heavy duty neoprene rubber and stainless steel clamp to isolate
metal support from metal fork, especially with no inserts)
Lower mount heftier (body skin application) - For extra support at for, lycra skin addons and bikes with suspension and raised cranks.
Polish Kit: Includes 1 oz. ea. Cleaner & rubbing compound that is used on F-16
windshields. (All fairings come with cleaning kit)
Black Nylon Bolts/Wing nuts: comes with custom rubber & nylon washers (set of 5
bolt & washer)
Rubber Grommets: Set of 5 - fits regular size holes. (All fairings come with rubber
grommets).

$90.00
$175.00
$175.00

$90.00

$40.00
$60.00
$7.00
$7.00
$3.00

Velcro: to be used with the body skin fairings - sticky on one side. 3/4" wide black, 9698" long
Acrylic: to be used with the body skin fairings – Same as above but superior for
different weather conditions
12.5" T-Bracket: set of 2 with clamps to mount Zzipper to bars with safety levers ( 7/8"
1", 1 1/8", 1 1/4" clamps)
10.5" T-Bracket: set of 2 w/ 7/8" clamps (for alternative recumbent applications)

$40.00
$50.00
$100.00
$100.00

Flannel Protective Cover: with elastic strap sewn in (spandex stripe sewn down the
middle)

$75.00

Spandex Bags - 27" long, 9" diameter draw string at end designed for EZR fairings

$20.00

Totals and shipping (we ship via UPS) (Fed-X available upon request)
Small Zzippers, Mountain Bike Zzippers - UPS surface
$15.00
Super Zzippers, 30" teardrop - UPS surface
$20.00
Experimental Kits - UPS surface
$25.00
Angle Tech, P-38, Linear, Ryan Zzippers (2 Boxes) - UPS surface
$30.00
Ship to Canada, Alaska and Hawaii add
$30.00
Air - call for pricing
Subtotal
FOB Santa Cruz, Ca *Add 9% sales tax
Tax 9%*
45 Day Money Back Guarantee
Total
Caution: Smoke tint is harder to shoot a light through and somewhat more difficult to see road obstructions in twilight
night riding.
For body and tail socks contact: Freeform Fashions at
http://www.merchantcircle.com/business/Free.Form.Fashions.Santa.Cruz.CA.831-429-5044

